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Abstract: Modern distance education is a new way of education derived from the extensive application of new technologies. 

With the development of new technology & media, distance education is also developing. This paper goes as follows: firstly, 

introduce the concept of distance education and the importance to construct a learning-oriented society & lifelong learning 

system. Then, expound the current status of distance education, pointing out shortcomings such as instable images, poor 

interactivity and unintegrated resources. Next, considering the superiority and development space of 4 new technologies--

Date Mining, Cloud Computing, Internet of Things (IOT) & Triple-Play, look forward to the prospect of new technologies 

application in distance education. 
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Introduction  

Nowadays, new technologies have constantly sprung up. Human demand on education is increasing as well. Modern distance 

education is an important means to spread information, to learn culture and to construct a lifelong learning system in the era of 

intellectual economy; this new mode is gradually accepted. It promotes reform in educational thought, content & methods, greatly 

promotes the modernization of education, and satisfies increasing demand on improving culture cultivation. Mei Sun (2012) pointed 

out that student-centered and self-learning based modern distance education allows relative separation of time & space between 

students and teacher. Teaching mainly relies on use of various medium and interactive means. 

Life is a journey of constant learning. Cultivating talents only from full-time school education can no more meet the needs of 

developing modern society, which requires everyone should have the awareness of lifelong learning. All learning has become an 

urgent need to individual and the whole society. People must change ideas to adjust to need of the age, constantly learn new things 

and make learning a lifelong activity. As tools of lifelong education, it’s necessary to constantly improve modern distance education 

system, innovative education mode and integrate new technologies, so as to promote educational thought, content, method and 

mode change, which will deeply affect and better guide learning. 

Current status of modern distance education 

Now, we are in an information network era, characterized by diffusion and penetration of computers and Internet technologies. 

Rapid development of information technologies will significantly influence the learning environment. With the development, the 

forward-looking online education is becoming practical, which brings huge impact on traditional learning way. Judging from the 

development history, we generally accepted that distance education could be divided to 3stages. First is correspondence education 

stage. Broadcast & TV education stage follows, mainly relying on radio, TV, audio and video recordings. Third is modern distance 

education stage. Modern distance education is a new education form by using network, communication, multimedia and other 

information technologies to conduct education. 

Current distance education mainly adopts computer multimedia technology on Internet. Internet is a global and highly efficient 

technology in teaching transmission. Its resource sharing can achieve data transmission and interaction across time and space, which 

greatly supports modern distance education and training. Distance education provides new educational opportunities to those who 

can't go to school for various reasons. It is widely accepted by people as a new way of learning. It plays an important role to promote 

the development of our modern education. However, distance education is still in its infancy and limited by various conditions. 

There are still certain problems and deficiencies in its development. 

New technology as the driving force of modern distance education development 

In recent years, Information Technology, Network Technology, Sensing Technology is developing very rapidly, represented by 

Cloud Computing, IOT, Data Mining and Triple-Play technologies. These technologies are strong bases of modern distance 

education and driving force for further development. Then analysis the prospect of modern distance education in terms of Data 

Mining, Cloud Computing, IOT and Triple-Play technologies. 

Abundant information resources are the core and base of modern distance education. Depending on modern network, these huge 

amounts of information sources provide convenience for modern distance education; while at the same time, bring difficulties in 

information obtaining, gathering, classifying and other problems. Supposing the situation that we need to make a survey on learners’ 

satisfaction. Traditionally we use statistical analysis methods such as questionnaires to obtain information, but it’s time-poor and 

inaccurate and can easily lead to decision failed. With Data Mining technology, we can analysis existing data -- learners’ behavior, 
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their evaluation of teaching methods and their reaction to different teaching methods, to determine what kind of learners or courses 

these teaching methods suit for. Pertinently data analyzing and mining could enhance education quality and learning needs. 

Therefore, with full use of existing data and pertinent data analyzing & mining, we can find effective methods to improve distance 

education quality. 

The Cloud Computing Technology 

Cloud Computing has been rapidly promoted in recent years. Its powerful storage capacity and computing power can meet the needs 

of storage, transmission and on-demand in distance education courseware. At present, though to some extent distance education 

achieves integration, but has not yet achieved resource sharing in true sense. There are many problems like uneven resource 

distribution, slow update, high construction cost, no cross-platform application and lack of interaction, which seriously restricts 

further development of distance education. Using Cloud Computing technology can effectively integrate existing education 

resources to centralized management. It can increase resource availability, student initiative and use of quality teaching resources. 

It can also reduce duplication of teaching content and enable teachers more energy to teaching content and methods design in 

distance education reform. 

The Internet of Things Technology 

Practical IOT Technology, distance education and on-site education will be integrated into one. Students online can be absolutely 

accessible to learn courses through teachers’ instruction, blackboard writing, gestures and multimedia methods, and can timely 

feedback their understanding of the content. Teachers on teaching site can control the teaching process according to students’ 

performance. Practical IOT will achieve a full range of interactive learning between students and teachers. Zhaogong Deng and 

QingBing Sang (2010) pointed out application of IOT technology has changed the old learning mode of distance education and 

developed to a new learning style with more teaching scenes and interaction, which not only make students experience the 

immersive teaching process with more attention but can improve learning quality [8]. For example, “Looking at Starry Sky” Digital 

Observatory Project, carried out by primary and secondary schools in Wuxi City, is one of practical education projects that IOT 

technology promotes students’ scientific exploration in school. This digital observatory project make use of IOT technology to 

connect four digital observatories to network and open free to all students, which makes the high-end research facilities shared by 

more students in the region. Reserving online, students can control telescopes remotely on Internet and observe the space. They can 

also download pictures they observed, share data with others and collaborate in learning. 

The Triple-Play Technology 

education system is developing toward a real-time, interactive multimedia system integrated with voice, video and data. Triple-Play 

is the best technology to achieve this process. Triple-Play refers to the technology & business consistence in the process that 

Telecom Network, Broadcasting TV Network and Internet develop to Broadband Communication Network, Digital TV Network 

and next-generation Internet. Network interconnection and resource share can provide users with various services on voice, data, 

radio and television. Triple-Play is the developing trend of modern information technology integration. It will provide a more rapid 

platform for the development of modern distance education . 

Core business of Triple-Play is video services -- stable, reliable live video & download from Broadcasting Television Network, 

convenient on-demand service from Telecom Network. This greatly facilitates students to obtain knowledge and meet their diverse 

needs. Distance education “On Web, On Cell phone, On TV” makes information comprehensive coverage. Based on computer, 

distance education covers to intelligent terminal devices like iPad, TV and smart phone. Distance education is developed to an 

application and published on major operating systems, also compatible with phone and pad, which enables distance education to 

achieve three-screen interaction and integration in phone, computer and TV and to develop in various intelligent terminal devices. 

Conclusion  

 The emergence of Internet and progress of communication technology have directly promoted the rapid development of computer-

based online network education. Meanwhile, modern distance education, representative of the education field, is changing the 

development direction of higher education, carrying the duty to enable every people enjoy a lifelong education. The emergence and 

development of Data Mining, Cloud Computing, IOT and Triple-Play Technologies will provide a new development platform to 

modern distance education. But now, we are still in exploratory stage of these new technologies, with no large-scale application 

and development and no thoroughly integrated Triple-Play technology platform. These problems remain to be solved later. To better 

apply these new technologies in the future, there is still a long way to go. 
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